Abstract Singularly perturbed convection-diffusion problems with exponential and characteristic layers are considered on the unit square. The discretisation is based on layer-adapted meshes. The standard Galerkin method and the local projection scheme are analysed for bilinear and higher order finite element where enriched spaces were used. For bilinears, first order convergence in the ε-weighted energy norm is shown for both the Galerkin and the stabilised scheme. However, supercloseness results of second order hold for the Galerkin method in the ε-weighted energy norm and for the local projection scheme in the corresponding norm. For the enriched Q p -elements, p ≥ 2, which already contain the space P p+1 , a convergence order p + 1 in the ε-weighted energy norm is proved for both the Galerkin method and the local projection scheme. Furthermore, the local projection methods provides a supercloseness result of order p + 1 in local projection norm.
Introduction
We consider the singularly perturbed model convection-diffusion equation
2 , (1.1a) u = 0 on Γ = ∂Ω, (1.1b) and shall assume that the data satisfy b ∈ W 1 ∞ (Ω) and c ∈ L ∞ (Ω). Additionally, let b ≥ β on Ω with some positive constant β, while 0 < ε 1 is a small perturbation parameter. Its presence gives rise to an exponential layer of width O (ε) near the outflow boundary at x = 0 and to two parabolic layers of width O √ ε near the characteristic boundaries at y = 0 and y = 1. A typical solution of (1.1) is shown in Fig. 1 .
Problem (1.1) is a simple model problem that helps understanding the behaviour of numerical methods in presence of layers in more complex problems like the NavierStokes equations in fluid dynamics or time-dependent reaction-convection-diffusion problems in chemical applications.
To ensure coercivity of the bilinear form associated with problem (1.1), we furthermore shall assume that c + Due to the presence of layers, the use of quasi uniform meshes does not give accurate approximations of (1.1) unless the mesh size is of the order of the perturbation parameter ε which in practice constitutes a prohibitive restriction. Therefore, layer-adapted meshes have to be used to obtain efficient discretisations. Based on a priori knowledge of the layer behaviour, we shall construct generalisations of Shishkin meshes, so called S-type meshes, that resolve the layers and yield robust (or uniform) convergence.
Bakhvalov [2] gave some early ideas on layer-adapted meshes. Piecewise uniform Shishkin meshes [25] were originally proposed for finite difference methods. Stynes and O'Riordan [28] were the first analysing the standard Galerkin finite element methods on Shishkin meshes. Linß [19, 20] considered the combination of Bakhvalov's idea for using a uniform coarse mesh and a graded fine mesh with Shishkin's choice of the transition point.
In Fig. 1 the effect of Shishkin's idea can be seen clearly. Near the characteristic boundaries (y = 1 and y = 0, resp.) the mesh is condensed but we still have a piecewise uniform mesh. Near the outflow boundary (x = 0) we have an even stronger refinement since the layer is sharper, see also (2.2). The idea of Linß' [19, 20] Bakhvalov-Shishkin meshes (B-S meshes) is to use the same transition points but a grading inside the layer, so that the behaviour of the solution is further resolved. Such a mesh can be seen later in Fig. 3 .
Due to the instability of the standard Galerkin method even on layer-adapted meshes, see [21] for numerical results, stabilised discretisations have to be considered. For more information on this topic we refer to the recent book by Roos et al. [27] .
A popular stabilisation technique is the streamline-diffusion finite element method (SDFEM) which was introduced by Hughes and Brooks [14] . The SDFEM gives good stability properties and highly accurate solutions outside the layers. For problems with characteristic layers, the SDFEM with bilinears was analysed in [13] . A disadvantage of the SDFEM which accounts in particular for discretisations with higher order elements is that several additional terms which include also second order derivatives have to be assembled in order to ensure the strong consistency of the resulting method.
One alternative stabilisation technique is the local projection method. The standard Galerkin finite element method is stabilised by adding terms which give a weighted control on the fluctuations (id − π) of certain or all derivatives of the quantity of interest where π denoted a projection into a discontinuous finite element space. Originally proposed for the Stokes problem [3] , the local projection method was extended to transport problems in [4] . The local projection stabilisation (LPS) applied to the Oseen problem was analysed in [5, 24] . In contrast to the SDFEM, the local projection method is only weakly consistent. However, the occurring consistency error can be bounded such that the optimal order of convergence is maintained.
The local projection method was originally proposed as a two level method where the projection space is defined on a coarser mesh consisting of patches of elements [3] [4] [5] . In this case, standard finite element spaces can be used for both the approximation space and the projection space. However, this approach shows a severe disadvantage since the discretisation stencil increases due to additional couplings introduced by the projection onto coarser meshes. Furthermore, additional data structures have to be provided within computer codes. The analysis of local projection methods is based on the existence of an interpolation operator which provides not only the standard interpolation error estimates but also an additional orthogonality property [24] . Using the abstract framework given in [24] , the enrichment approach of the local projection method can be constructed where approximation space and projection space live on the same mesh. Compared to standard finite element spaces, the approximation space is enriched. It was shown in [24] that it suffices to enrich the standard Q p -element (continuous, piecewise polynomial function of degree at most p in each coordinate), p ≥ 2, in 2d by just two additional bubble functions. Those functions are piecewise polynomial functions of higher degree than p that vanish on the boundaries of each mesh cell and thus ensures that the discretisation stencil remains small.
The local projection method on layer-adapted meshes for problems with exponential boundary layers was considered in [22, 23] . In [23] , new enriched finite elements were introduced. They are obtained by enriching the standard Q p -element, p ≥ 2, by six functions resulting in an element which already contains the space P p+1 of polynomial functions of degree at most p + 1 locally. This provides better interpolation error estimates.
In contrary to singularly perturbed problems with exponential layers only, there is little known in literature about supercloseness analysis for problems with characteristic layers. These layers are different in structure and therefore the numerical analysis has to be adapted. For bilinear finite elements, a supercloseness analysis for problems like (1.1) was performed in [11] [12] [13] for the Galerkin method and several stabilisations like the streamline diffusion FEM.
The main objective of this paper is the analysis of the local projection method for problems with characteristic layers on layer-adapted meshes. Both bilinear and higher order finite elements will be considered. For bilinear finite elements and the standard Galerkin method, we cite convergence and supercloseness results from [12] . If the LPS is applied to bilinears, a second order supercloseness result between the bilinear interpolant of u and the solution of stabilised discrete problem is obtained in the local projection norm. Furthermore, a first order convergence in the ε-weighted energy norm will be shown. For discretisations using the enriched Q p -elements, p ≥ 2, which contain the space P p+1 , a convergence order p + 1 will be proved for the standard Galerkin method. Using the LPS method, we will show a supercloseness result of order p + 1 in the local projection norm and a convergence of order p + 1 in the ε-weighted energy norm. This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the S-type meshes and their properties. The LPS will be introduced in Sect. 3. The analysis of the local projection method applied to discretisations with bilinear finite elements is considered in Sect. 3.1 while Sect. 3.2 handles the case of higher order finite elements. Numerical results for both bilinear and higher order elements will be given in Sect. 4.
Notation Throughout this paper, C denotes a generic constant that is independent of both the perturbation parameter ε and the mesh parameter N . The dependence of any constant on the polynomial order p will not be elaborated in this paper.
On an arbitrary measurable two-dimensional subset D ⊂ Ω, the usual Sobolev spaces W m r (D) and L r (D) are used. In the case r = 2, we write
Note that the subscript D will be always dropped in the case D = Ω.
Solution decomposition and layer-adapted meshes
As mentioned before, the solution u of (1.1) has an exponential layer at x = 0 and two parabolic layers at y = 0 and y = 1. We shall suppose for our later analysis that u can be split into a regular solution component and various layer parts.
Assumption 1
The solution u of (1.1) can be decomposed as
where we have for fixed p ∈ N and all x, y ∈ [0, 1] and 0 ≤ i + j ≤ p + 2 the pointwise estimates
where w 1 is the exponential boundary layer, w 2 the parabolic boundary layer, w 12 the corner layer, and v the regular part.
Remark 2
In the bilinear case p = 1 where actually pointwise bounds up to order 2 and only L 2 -bounds up to order 3 are needed, see [12] for the analysis of the standard Galerkin method, Kellogg and Stynes [16, 17] proved the validity of the needed bounds for the case of constant functions b, c provided f ∈ C 8,α (Ω) satisfies the compatibility conditions
A similar analysis can be done here to obtain the required bounds on higher derivatives. This will result in additional smoothness and compatibility conditions on f .
When discretising (1.1), we use in both x-and y-direction so called S-type meshes with N mesh intervals in each direction which are condensed in the layer regions and are equidistant outside the layer region. We will define those meshes now and for this purpose let the mesh transition parameters be
with some user-chosen positive parameter σ that will be fixed later. The domain Ω is divided into the subdomains Ω 11 , Ω 12 , Ω 21 and Ω 22 as shown in Fig. 2 , with Ω 12 covering the exponential layer, Ω 21 the parabolic layers, Ω 22 the corner layers and Ω 11 the remaining non-layer region. For the mere sake of simplicity in our subsequent analysis, we shall assume that
as it is typically the case for (1.1). Note that the mesh transition parameters λ x and λ y have been chosen such that the layer terms w 1 , w 2 , and w 12 of u are of size O N −σ on Ω 11 , i.e.,
The parameter σ is typically chosen to equal the formal order of the method or to accommodate the error analysis. The domain Ω will be dissected by a tensor product mesh according to
where φ is a monotonically increasing mesh-generating function satisfying φ(0) = 0 and φ(1/2) = ln N . Given an arbitrary function φ fulfilling these conditions, an S-type mesh is defined. The final mesh is constructed by drawing lines parallel to the coordinate axes through these mesh points. The obtained triangulation is denoted by T N . Figure 3 shows an example of a triangulation. Note that Ω 11 is dissected uniformly while the dissection in the other subdomains depends on φ. 
Related to the mesh-generating function φ, we define by
the mesh-characterising function ψ which is monotonically decreasing with ψ(0) = 1 and ψ(1/2) = N −1 . Table 1 gives some examples of S-type meshes using the naming convention introduced in [26] . The polynomial S-mesh has an additional parameter m > 0 to adjust the grading inside the layer.
Later on, we need the following property to bound the mesh width from above.
Assumption 3
Let the mesh-generating function φ be piecewise differentiable such that
is fulfilled.
Note that Assumption 3 is satisfied for all meshes given in Table 1 .
We will now use (2. 
where we used (2.3) for the last estimate. Furthermore, we have
Using this, the monotonicity of ψ, and (2.4), we obtain for i = 1, . . . , N /2 and
where max |ψ | := max
Similarly, we get for
with y ∈ [y j−1 , y j ]. Of course, the simpler bounds
We need in the analysis for the higher order case the following property.
Assumption 4
The mesh generating function φ fulfils
Remark 5 Assumption 4 allows to bound the mesh width in the layer regions from below. This is used while applying an inverse inequality in the layer regions, see the proofs of Theorems 13 and 15. Assumption 4 restricts the use of S-type meshes from 
Both meshes of Bakhvalov-Shishkin type (B-S-mesh and modified B-S-mesh
Unfortunately, the polynomial S-type mesh yields
such that Assumption 4 fails for m > 1.
k j be the maximal mesh sizes inside the layer regions. We denote by
a specific element and by τ a generic mesh rectangle. Note that the mesh cells are assumed to be closed.
Local-projection stabilisation
The Galerkin bilinear form a Gal associated with problem (1.1) is defined by
A weak formulation of the convection-diffusion problem (1.1) reads
Note that this problem is uniquely solvable due to (1.2). Let V N be a conforming finite element space based on the triangulation T N . The standard Galerkin formulation of (1.1) is given by
Due to (1.2), this problem possesses a unique solution. Furthermore, the Galerkin orthogonality
holds true.
Since the standard Galerkin discretisation lacks stability even on S-type meshes, see the numerical results given in [18] , the local projection method is applied for stabilisation. To this end, we introduce some more notation.
Let π τ denote the L 2 -projection into the finite dimensional function space
In order to get additional control on the derivative in streamline direction, we define the stabilisation term
with the cell-dependent parameters δ τ , τ ∈ T N , which be the specified later in the analysis, see Theorems 8 and 15. The parameter will be constant inside each subdomain of Ω, i.e. δ τ = δ i j for τ ⊂ Ω i j . It was stated in [11, 12] for different stabilisation methods that stabilisation is best if only applied in Ω 11 ∪ Ω 21 . Therefore, we set δ 12 = δ 22 = 0 in the following.
An alternative way for stabilisation would be to add the term
Using the stabilisation term g within a local projection method for problems with characteristic layers would lead to a different scaling of the stabilisation parameter δ 21 which would be proportional to ε 1/2 (using g) instead of ε −1/2 (using s). The latter will be shown in Theorem 8 for bilinears and in Theorem 15 for higher order elements. Due to the structure of s, the Cauchy-Schwarz-like estimate
holds true. The stabilised bilinear form a LPS is defined by
The stabilised discrete problem reads
The subsequent analysis uses the ε-weighted energy norm
and the LPS-norm
The definition of the bilinear forms and norms gives immediately the coercivity
where (1.2) was used. Moreover, the solutions u of (3.1) and u N of (3.5) fulfil the relation
due to the definition of the bilinear forms a LPS and a Gal .
The bilinear case
We start with the consideration of bilinear finite elements. To this end, let Assumption 1 be fulfilled with p = 1. Actually, we only need weaker assumptions, namely pointwise estimates of Assumption 1 up to order 2, and L 2 -bounds up to order 3, see Remark 2. Moreover, let
be the space of continuous, piecewise bilinear functions. We denote by w I the nodal interpolant of the function w. Furthermore, we choose σ ≥ 5/2. Recall that the projection space D(τ ) is given by P 0 (τ ). The anisotropic interpolation error bounds for the derivatives
were given in [1, Theorem 2.7] and hold true for q ∈ [1, ∞] and arbitrary w ∈ W 2 q (τ i j ). Similar estimates hold for the fluctuation operator κ = κ τ i j ,
see [6, Theorem 4.6.11] .
Lemma 6 (Interpolation error) The interpolation error for the nodal bilinear interpolation can be estimated by
and the stabilisation term fulfils
where v is the regular part of u due to Assumption 1.
Proof
The energy-norm estimate can be found in [12] . Using the stability (3.9a) and the anisotropic error estimate (3.8), we obtain
and the second assertion is proved.
For the standard Galerkin bilinear form a Gal , we cite from [12] .
Lemma 7 The solutionũ N of the Galerkin problem (3.2) on an S-type mesh satisfies
where u is the solution of (3.1) and u I its bilinear interpolant. Moreover, we have
and error estimate
Theorem 8 (Supercloseness and Convergence LPS-FEM)
Let the stabilisation parameter be chosen according to
Then, the numerical solution u N of (3.5) satisfies
where u is the solution of (3.1) and u I its bilinear interpolant.
Proof We start with coercivity and weak orthogonality to get
The first term is bounded by (3.10). We use for the second term the decomposition u = v + w 1 + w 2 + w 12 according to Assumption 1. Let w N = u I − u N and expand the stabilisation term with v as
Applying (3.4) for an arbitrary function w, we get
Involving this, the first term in (3.14) can be bounded by using the estimate provided by Lemma 6. To get the bound for the second term in (3.14), we have to estimate the above sum for w = v. Applying (3.9b), we get
Thus, we have
Now let us turn to the layer parts w = w 1 + w 12 . These are small on Ω 11 ∪ Ω 21 due to their exponential decay. Thus, we estimate directly
using an inverse estimate and the stability of the nodal interpolation with respect to the L ∞ -norm. It follows
To bound the remaining part w 2 , we combine the techniques used above. On Ω 11 the decay of w 2 is used while on Ω 21 the interpolation error and (2.6) are exploited. We obtain
Using the bounds (3.11) and the estimates (3.15)-(3.17) together with (3.10) completes the proof. Please note that ε −1/2 ln −1 N ≥ 4σ ≥ 10 holds true due to (2.2). Estimate (3.13) follows directly from (3.12) and Lemma 6.
Remark 9
The quality of the numerical solution can be enhanced with a simple postprocessing routine to
see [12, 29] .
The higher order case
We turn now to higher order discretisations of the convection-diffusion problem (1.1). Let Assumption 1 be fulfilled for a fixed integer p ≥ 2, σ ≥ p+2 and Assumption 4 be true. In [30] the authors proved superconvergence of order p + 1/2 for the streamline diffusion FEM using standard Q p -elements on a Shishkin mesh for a convectiondiffusion problem with exponential layers only. Therein the additional convergence order could be achieved using the stabilisation term. Since we are not aware of supercloseness results for the unstabilised Galerkin discretisation with Q p -elements on S-type meshes, we will use enriched spaces which were introduced in [23] . To this end, we recall their definition. Letτ = [−1, 1] 2 denote the reference element. We set
with L i (ξ ) denoting the one-dimensional Legendre polynomial of degree i > 0, normalised to L i (1) = 1. Using the reference mapping F τ :τ → τ , we get Q + p (τ ). Our discrete space is now given by
Let a i and e i , i = 1, . . . , 4, denote the vertices and edges of τ , respectively. We define the interpolation operator
Due to [23, Lemma 3] , this interpolation operator is uniquely defined and can be extended to the global interpolation operator I N : C(Ω) → V N in the usual way by 19) and the stability property
Lemma 10 The interpolation operator I N : C(Ω) → V N defined by (3.18) fulfils the orthogonality property
Moreover, the anisotropic error estimates
hold true for q ∈ [1, ∞], 2 ≤ s ≤ p + 2, and 1 ≤ t ≤ p + 1.
Proof The orthogonality (3.19) is a direct consequence of (3.18c). Recall that we choose D(τ ) = P p−1 (τ ) as projection space for the discretisation with the enriched space Q + p . The following estimate is a direct consequence of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma. 
Lemma 11 Let 0 ≤ s ≤ p and w ∈ H s (τ i j ). Then, the estimate
κ τ i j (w) 0,τ i j = w − π τ i j (w) 0,τ i j ≤ C s r =0
Theorem 12 (Interpolation error) Let u denote the solution of (3.1). Then, the interpolation operator I N defined above provides the following pointwise interpolation error bounds
Moreover, the L 2 -estimates 25) and energy norm bound
hold true. Furthermore, it holds
, (3.27) where v is the regular part of u due to Assumption 1.
Proof We start with the pointwise bounds where we will use the decomposition u = v + w 1 + w 2 + w 12 due to Assumption 1. The local estimate (3.21a) with q = ∞ and s = p + 2 yields
The L ∞ -stability of the interpolation operator gives on Ω 11 for the layer terms w = w 1 + w 2 + w 12 the estimate
We obtain similarly
Using (3.21a) and (2.5) on Ω 12 ∪ Ω 22 results in
The same technique provides for w 2 on Ω 21 ∪ Ω 22
and for w 12 on Ω 22
Combining (3.28)-(3.30) proves the pointwise bounds (3.23).
The L 2 -bounds (3.24) and (3.25) are immediate consequences of the just proved pointwise bounds.
To estimate the interpolation error in the H 1 -seminorm as needed for the energy norm estimate (3.26), basically three techniques are used. The first one uses the local estimates (3.21b) and (3.21c) with q = 2 and t = p + 1. For an arbitrary w on a subdomain Ω * ⊂ Ω, it follows
The second technique uses (3.21b) and (3.21c) with q = 2 and t = 1. It gives A third method is applied to those terms which are already decayed. We use an inverse estimate and the L ∞ -stability of the interpolation operator. Denoting the minimal mesh size in x-direction inside Ω * by h min,Ω * , we obtain
We start with estimating the non-layer term v. Applying (3.31) to both derivatives yields with the pointwise bounds of Assumption 1
We have h min,Ω 11 ≥ C N −1 . Thus, (3.33) gives for w = w 1 + w 2 + w 12
Taking h min,Ω 21 ≥ C N −1 into consideration, we obtain for the x-derivative of w 1 on Ω 21 the estimate
Using (3.32), we get for the y-derivative of w 1 on Ω 21
We obtain for the x-derivative of w 1 on Ω 12 ∪ Ω 22 with (3.31) and (2.5)
and similarly
We use (3.32) for the x-derivative of w 2 on Ω 12 to obtain
while (3.33) gives for the y-derivative of w 2 on Ω 12
For the y-derivative of w 12 on Ω 12 and the x-derivative of Ω 12 on Ω 21 , we apply (3.33) and obtain
In order to estimate the remaining two terms, we need the additional Assumption 4. We start with the x-derivative of w 12 on Ω 12 . The triangle inequality gives
The first term can be calculated as usual while applying an inverse inequality and the L ∞ -stability of I N gives for the second term
Due to Assumption 4, the minimal mesh-size is bounded by h min,Ω 12 ≥ CεN −1 and we obtain
Collecting (3.34)-(3.40) gives
and the bound for the energy norm follows. It remains to prove the estimate (3.27) of the stabilisation term s(·, ·). By (3.22) with the upper bound s = 0 and the interpolation error bounds (3.34a) and (3.34c) we obtain
and (3.27) is proved.
We will now state the main theorems of this paper. We prove superconvergence of the unstabilised Galerkin FEM and the stabilised LPS-FEM in the energy norm and supercloseness of the latter one in the LPS-norm.
Theorem 13 (Superconvergence Galerkin FEM)
We denote by u andũ N the solutions of (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, and set
Then, we have
Proof We start with triangle inequality to obtain
The first term on the right-hand side is bounded by the interpolation error given in Theorem 12. Applying coercivity (3.6) and Galerkin orthogonality (3.3) to the second term gives
where χ := I N u −ũ N . To bound the first term of (3.42), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the enhanced estimates of interpolation error of Theorem 12 are used to achieve
An integration by parts of the second term of (3.42) yields
(3.44)
We get for the first term on the right-hand side of (3.44)
Applying Hölder and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities to the second term of (3.44) results in
Using an inverse inequality, we obtain on Ω 21
Thus, the estimate
is obtained. Finally, an inverse inequality is used on Ω 11 . Altogether, we obtain
Combining (3.42)-(3.46) with the interpolation error of Theorem 12 finishes the proof.
Remark 14
The factor C ψ defined in (3.41) is bounded by a constant for all meshes considered in Table 1 . Nevertheless, S-type meshes fulfilling Assumption 4 and max |ψ | = C N can be constructed, e.g. with ξ 0 :=
Here max |ψ | ≥ |ψ (ξ 0 +)| = φ (ξ 0 +)e −φ(ξ 0 ) = N e −1 . For this type of meshes, C ψ will increase with increasing N .
Theorem 15 (Superconvergence LPS-FEM)
The solutions of (3.1) and (3.5) are denoted by u and u N , respectively. Furthermore, the stabilisation parameters are chosen according to
with C ψ defined by (3.41).
The first term on the right-hand side is bounded by Theorem 12. For the second term, we estimate by
Thus, (3.48) is a consequence of (3.49) that will be proved now. We apply coercivity (3.6) and weak Galerkin orthogonality (3.7) to get
where χ := I N u − u N . The first term of (3.50) can be bounded as in the proof of Theorem 13. Now only the stabilisation term s I N u, χ stays to be estimated. Bounds for s(w, χ ) for an arbitrary function w are derived by
Thus, the occurring sums must be estimated. We start with the non-layer function v. Expanding the stabilisation term yields
We apply (3.22) with s = p to the second term on the right-hand side of (3.51) and obtain
Combining this estimate with (3.27) gives
Due to the bounds given in Assumption 1, we can estimate
where the L ∞ -stability of the interpolation operator I N was exploited. In order to estimate I N (w 1 + w 12 ) on Ω 11 , we calculate for w = w 1 + w 12 :
where we have used Assumption 1, the monotonicity of the exponential functions, and the definition of λ x = x N /2 . Thus, applying (3.22) with s = 0 gives for w = w 1 + w 12
Therefore, the estimate
holds true. We get similarly for w 2 on Ω 11
while we proceed on Ω 21 as done for v and use (2.6) to get
.
Hence, we get
With (3.47), it follows
|||χ ||| LPS and we are done.
Remark 16
The orthogonality property (3.19) was not used in the proof of Theorem 15. It can be applied to estimate the second term of (3.44) on Ω 11 ∪ Ω 21 as follows
we obtain
|||χ ||| LPS and (3.41) can be replaced by the smaller
Comparing the bounds (3.55) and (3.47) for δ 11 and δ 21 shows
Thus, δ 11 is fixed up to a constant factor. Recall, ε −1/2 ln −1 N ≥ 4σ ≥ 16 due to (2.2), σ ≥ p + 2, and p ≥ 2. Note that Remark 14 still holds for the new definition of C ψ since there are meshes like that given in Remark 14 with increasing C ψ for increasing N .
Numerical results
We consider the singularly perturbed convection-diffusion problem
where the right-hand side f of (4.1) was chosen such that
is the solution of (4.1). This problem was taken from [13] . The function u shows an exponential boundary layer at x = 0 and two characteristic boundary layers at y = 0 and y = 1, respectively. Moreover, Assumption 1 is satisfied. All calculations were carried out using the program package MooNMD [15] . The obtained systems of linear equations were solved directly by UMFPACK [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In the following, 'order' will denote always the exponent α in a convergence order of form O(N −α ) while 'ln-order' corresponds to the exponent α in a convergence order of form O (N −1 ln N ) α .
The bilinear case
We will have first a look at the results obtained for bilinear finite elements. All error norms were calculated by using a 3 × 3 Gaussian quadrature formula. We have chosen σ = 5/2. Table 2 We clearly see that the typical logarithmic factor is present only on the classical S-mesh. Moreover, the errors on B-S meshes are smaller than those on S-meshes. The errors in the ε-weighted energy norm given in Table 2 indicate clearly that the standard Galerkin method convergences with first order only while a supercloseness results of second order holds. Table 3 Galerkin,
The errors u I −ũ N ε and u −ũ N ε for the fixed value N = 1,024 and ε ∈ {10 −2 , 10 −3 , . . . , 10 −12 } are given in Table 3 . The robustness of the errors with respect to ε → 0 can be perceived. Table 4 error norms on B-S meshes are smaller than those on S-meshes. As for the standard Galerkin method, the local projection scheme shows only first order convergence but provides a supercloseness result of second order.
The higher order case
Let us now turn to discretisations with higher order elements. We will show results of calculations with the enriched element Q + 2 , i.e., p = 2. Furthermore, we have chosen σ = 4. In the following, all error norms were calculated by applying a 5 × 5 Gaussian quadrature formula. Table 5 gives the error u −ũ N ε for the standard Galerkin method on S-meshes and B-S meshes where we have chosen ε = 10 −8 . The obtained convergence orders correspond to the ones predicted by Theorem 13. As for the lowest order elements, the logarithmic factor is present only on S-meshes. Furthermore, the results on B-S meshes are much smaller than those on S-meshes. The difference in the local projection norm is almost two orders of magnitude on the finest mesh with N = 256. The errors u − u N LPS and I N u − u N LPS for local projection method are shown in Table 6 . We have chosen ε = 10 −8 in our calculations on S-meshes and B-S meshes. The stabilisation parameters δ 11 and δ 21 were set to the upper bounds given in (3.47) with C = 0.01. For larger values of C, the stabilisation term s dominates the complete discretisation and worse results are obtained. How to choose the constant C in (3.47) a priori is subject of a forthcoming study.
Although third order convergence is proved only for I N u − u N LPS and u − I N u ε , also u − u N LPS converges with third order. From the results in Table 6 , it is again obvious that the results on B-S meshes are much smaller than the corresponding results on S-meshes. On both types of meshes, the convergence order given in Theorem 15 is achieved.
The errors u −ũ N ε for the Galerkin method and the error u − u N LPS for the local projection method are shown in Table 7 for the fixed value N = 256 and ε ∈ {10 −2 , 10 −3 , . . . , 10 −12 }. It can be seen that both methods are robust with respect to ε → 0 although there seems to be a slight increase of the error for the local projection method.
